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external venetian blind warranty

The name evaya is an acronym of many individual elements. Like our team and product range these have been fashioned to work in perfect harmony. 
When you see the evaya logo you can be assured that you have become part of an organisation that is driven by solutions, performance and passion. 
With established clientele, we endeavour to strengthen our position in the market through continual product improvement and unique lead times, 
while always ensuring critical client support is readily available.

External Venetian Blinds are designed to provide Solar Shading. They can be lowered, retracted and tilted incrementally to control heat,light, glare 
and privacy. They are manufactured,supplied and installed by evaya in strict accordance with Australian regulations and standards.  When installed 
and maintained in accordance with these guidelines they will outperform any alternative .

It is essential that you read and observe these Instructions before using the blinds for the first time.

Warranty:

evaya offers a comprehensive warranty across our product range. This includes a manufacturer supported guarantee on all components, 
workmanship and installation for a period of 3 years, subject to proven adherence to the maintenance program as detailed below. Extended 
warranties are available upon request.

No product claim will be recognised through customer misuse. Maintenance and repair of products outside the warranty period will be charged out 
to the customer. Any warranty works deemed necessary will not include the hire of or supply of access equipment or cost of associated electrical 
works. 

Installation:

Evaya cannot guarantee installation work and resultant damage if carried out by a third party.

Operation: 
These blinds can be operated by means of wall mounted switches, remote control handsets or Building Management Systems. It is strongly 
recommended that the warranty associated with any Somfy or third party electronic controls be researched and considered.  These products are not 
manufactured by evaya and hence their warranty is not considered our responsibility. Their terms, conditions of use and other general information 
can be found by contacting them directly. 

When operating an external venetian, ensure no obstacles (furniture, plants, chairs etc.) are located in the blind’s path. Never lower the blind with a 
window open ( Australian standards and Guidelines (BASIX regulations)) and never manually handle the blind or force operation.

Care should be taken not to modify or alter these blinds as fabricated. evaya must be consulted for engineering details and information should any 
modification be contemplated.
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external venetian blind maintenance

Maintenance / Inspection:

- Adjustable and moveable External Venetian Blinds require very little maintenance to remain functional. The slat finish may be subject to
deterioration dependent solely upon the environment in which the blinds are installed. Appearance and longevity of the finish may be greatly 
extended by occasional cleaning, the frequency of which is dependent on the environment surrounding them.

Monthly

- Avoid damage to positioning mechanisms due to harmful environmental influences by regularly moving blinds through their complete range of 
movement at least once.

- Lubricate keder inserts in side channels with a Silicon spray or approved penetrant. Do not over lubricate as excess may overflow down the channels 
causing dust collection.

- Check individual slat pins for corrosion , salt build up and environmental degradation.

- Examine side guides and remove any soiling or foreign objects (e.g leaf debris, salt,dirt and dust build ups etc.)

- Examine Cable Tension on Wire Guided Systems and retension as necessary.

- A cloth or soft sponge may be used to apply lukewarm water with a highly diluted, mild cleaning agent or detergent to the slats. It is imperative that 
the slats are then rinsed well with clear water. Simply hosing the blinds on a monthly basis is more than sufficient to effectively clean them and 
prolong their lifespan. Under no conditions should the slats or component finish be scrubbed with an abrasive cleaner or apparatus. Care should be 
taken when cleaning adjustable External Venetians, to avoid the introduction of liquids on or into the electrical components and connections.

- Cleaning agents with alkaline, acidic or abrasive active ingredients must not be used. At no time should pressurised or steam cleaning be 
undertaken. Any of these factors can potentially damage the slats and the specialised coatings on them which are designed to protect them from 
the external environment.

Annually

It is strongly recommended that the standard batteries that are supplied with the Somfy Situo Variation RTS handsets are replaced every year in 
accordance with the manufacturer's 1 year warranty. (BATTERY LITHIUM 3V CR2430 ).

Recommended Spare Parts

Adjustable External Venetian Blinds have very few, if any field replaceable parts. They have no special troubleshooting procedures if properly installed 
and maintained. If damage should occur it is best to contact the factory for specific recommendations. Substitution of parts is not considered good 
practice and may result in damage and failure of these systems. Any repairs are to be made by a specialised company.
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external venetian blinds

General Hazard and Safety Information:

- Property damage and bodily injury may result from improper handling or disregarding the relevant safety information.

- In the event of damages resulting from non-observance of these instructions or of the accompanying documentation, all warranty claims become 
null and void.

- Evaya accepts no liability for consequential losses or damages.

Safety Information for Operation and Use:

- There are a number of associated risks that may be related to the improper operation of External Venetians.

It is best practice to ensure that:

- All electrical works are carried out by a qualified and certified electrician.

- Operating controls are kept out of reach of children.

- Blinds only be operated by those trained or informed/ educated as to their function and capabilities.

- At no time should moving parts be touched or handled.

- No foreign materials are entangled in the blinds when either deployed or retracted.

- Bystanders maintain a safe distance from the blinds as they are operated and move through their range of motion.

- Operating controls are attached within view of the blinds, in accordance with national regulations, so blind function can be easily monitored.

- Power supply is disconnected when maintenance works, cleaning or window washing etc. is being carried out.

- Blinds are never operated beyond their programmed end limits. If pre-set limits need to be adjusted please contact your local supplier or installation 
team who will have the instructions and knowledge to assist you.

Never touch parts or components that appear to be exposed or damaged.

It is important for end users to be aware that:

- Products are examined and maintained regularly

- Any issues should be addressed by trained and qualified professionals.

- Interruptions to power supply ( eg. Outages or surges ) may affect electronic relays or controls used in conjunction with the blinds and hence affect 
their operation.

- Blinds can be adversely affected by extremes in weather conditions, specifically in extremely cold or windy environments. In winter it is best to 
examine products for the possibility of ice forming on them before operating. Whilst it is recommended all units be incorporated with a Wind 
Sensor, it is best to retract the blinds should strong winds be forecast or prevailing conditions necessitate the need.
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